Queens Public Library Invites You to Imagine Your Story

Reading can help you discover worlds of possibility. Take a journey through an adventure in which you could be the hero!

QueensLibrary.org

BOOKLISTS FOR BABIES, TODDLERS, and PRE-K

QueensLibrary.org
Preschool & Pre-K • Preescolar y Pre-K • 学前班 (学前班)

The Knight and the Dragon
by Tomie de Paola

The Bossy Gallito/El Gallo de Bodas
by/por Lucia M. González

Goldilocks and the Three Bears
by Valeri Gorbachev

The Princess and the Pea
by Rachel Isadora

The Gingerbread Man
by Eric A. Kimmel and Megan Lloyd

How Many Donkeys? An Arabic Counting Tale
by Margaret Read MacDonald, Nadia Jameel Tiabah, and Carol Liddiment (illus.)

Stone Soup / 石头汤
by Jon J. Muth

Little Red Hen Makes a Pizza
by Philemon Sturges and Amy Walrod (illus.)

Babies • Bebés • 婴儿 (嬰兒)

Mamá Goose: Bilingual Lullabies • Nanas
by Alma Flor Ada, F. Isabel Campoy, and Maribel Suárez (illus.)

Twinkle, Twinkle, Unicorn
by Jeffrey Burton and Zoe Waring (illus.)

Make a Wish, Midas!
by Joan Holub and Leslie Patricelli (illus.)

Princess Baby
by Karen Katz

12 Lucky Animals: A Bilingual Baby Book
by Vickie Lee and Joey Chou (illus.)

Dino Duckling
by Alison Murray

My Lucky Little Dragon
by Joyce Wan

Merbaby’s Lullaby
by Jane Yolen and Elizabeth O. Dulemba (illus.)

Toddlers • Niños pequeños • 幼儿 (幼兒)

Knight’s Castle / 骑士城堡
by Benji Davies

There’s a Dragon in Your Book
by Tom Fletcher and Greg Abbott (illus.)

Fairies Are Real!
by Holly Hatam

Hello Knights!
by Joan Holub and Chris Dickason (illus.)

Little Thor Gets Mad
by Victoria Watson Nguyen and Rubin Pingk (illus.)

Rapunzel
by Chloe Perkins and Archana Sreenivasan

Dressing Up! / ¡Me Disfrazo!
by/por Carol Thompson

Cinderella Rex
by Christy Webster and Holly Hatam (illus.)

Ebook available
Eaudiobook available